Are You Booster-Wise?
Dr. David W. Vandewalker
A wise band director knows they
cannot get everything done that is
needed to make their program run and
thrive; they harness parent power to
help achieve their goals and objectives.
Parent power is found in band booster
organizations and, to work well in
the 21st century, directors need to
wisely examine recruitment of parent
volunteers and sharing your vision to
that team.
In the book Remarkable!:
Maximizing Results through Value
Creation, Ross and Salyers wisely
state, “Life is all about creating value.
The secret to fulfillment is in seeking
to bring value to every endeavor.”
Generally, parents want to be involved

in their kids’ lives; they want to put
forth some effort to “help” through
a booster organization. To enable
parents to give their most, you must
wisely recruit them to specific tasks
knowing two key components. The
first aspect is understanding clearly
defined roles. Instead of asking
parents to generally, “Come and
help,” take time to understand the
specific roles needed. Do you need a
detail person to be a project leader,
or do you need a people person
to gather community sponsors for a
fundraiser? Do you have small tasks
for parents who are just beginning in
your booster organization (i.e. help
with uniforms once a month for a

three-month time period)? A wise
leader knows the specific roles within
the organization and specifically ask
parents to be a part of something
larger than themselves.
Secondly, call these volunteers to
action. In the book, The Wisest One
in the Room, Thomas Gilovich and
Lee Ross report that most people
remember experiences they didn’t do
rather than things that may or may
not have turned out poorly. “When
research participants are asked to list
their biggest regrets, they report more
regrets of inaction than action by
a two to one margin. When asked
more specifically whether their biggest
regret in life involved something they
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had done or something they failed to do, three times
as many respondents named the latter” (p. 182). Many
in your band community want to help; they need to be
specifically called to participate based on their skills/
passion and to assist with very specific task so they can be
part of a bigger than life experience called BAND. Gilovich
and Ross remind us that wise people enjoy life by working
and playing as they strive and are actively engaged in
the world. You can provide a myriad of opportunities by
recruiting the right people for the right job in your booster
organization.
As you recruit your army of volunteers, it’s vital to
share the vision. A wise director knows, “To create change,
smooth the path or open a clear channel that links good
intentions to effective action.” (p. 51). Do you want your
team to move toward fewer fundraisers that have more
“bang for the buck” instead of ten smaller, less monetarily
effective events but, your team has been doing these ten
events for years? A wise leader knows to create change,
obstacles need to be eliminated that are standing in the
way of the desired activity (p. 51). So, you must identify
and then remove the activities that are standing in between
the current situation and your vision. For instance, if
your vision (regarding fundraising) is to harness your
parent volunteers to have two large fundraisers a year (i.e.
mattress sale or fruit sale) and move toward a community
pops concert in the park event. The vision of moving away
from product sales and toward community activities that
provide fundraising opportunities is a big shift and wise
leaders make the course clear and clean by determining
“what is preventing the desired changes from taking place
and then implanting strategies to remove the relevant
barriers” (p. 52). You may have a contingent of volunteers
that want to continue an activity (i.e. candy sale) just
because “we’ve always done it.” So, you should “make
the actions you want to discourage more difficult.” (p.
55). Therefore, do some work and point out all the tasks
needed to have gather the many small items needed to
participate in a candy sale. Encourage the team to think
that a community outreach has lasting sustainability for
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your program because you involve other community
groups to play in the pops program (for a fee) as well
as offer fundraising opportunities through the sale of
group tables, group food, craft vendors, etc. These other
community groups will look toward being a part of your
group one day, thus creating an ongoing fundraiser. To
make this change in vision happen, remember “The wisest
in the room understand that the secret to getting big things
done is to get the ball rolling, take additional smallish steps
one at a time, block whatever channels make it easy to get
sidetracked, and then count on the boost in motivation
that comes when the end is in sight.” (p. 62).
A wise leader of a booster organization harnesses parent
power to achieve their goals and objectives for their
band. Be “booster-wise” by knowing the specific roles in
your booster organization, encourage belonging in your
organization by sharing a vision to be part of something
larger than individuals themselves and offer your boosters
purpose with specific, strategic calls to action.
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